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PREFACE

During the year 1968, Dr. Grossbard was employed
by the U. S. General Accounting Office where he
participated in a survey of the progress of fed-
eral agencies in implementing the planning, pro-
gramming, budgeting system. Much of the informa-
tion and many of the conceptual ideas contained
in the following pages are based on materials,
ideas and documentation generated during that
survey.

A number of notable political scientists, econo-
mists and public administrators have made con-
tributions to the literature of PPB which are
eminently useful to the comprehension of the
system. Parts of this per represent an assem-
blage of what the author considers to be the most
lucid and perceptive of their comments.

This report is reprinted by permission from the
Bureau of Governmental Research, University of
Rhode Island, Kingston.
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INTRODUCTION

Dramatically increasing public expenditures have necessitated a
search, on the part of state and local governments, for more effective
and efficient stays to use available resources. The tax and manpower re-
sources needed to support public services are clearly limited. As ex-
penditures rise and available tax resources are stretched, the public
increasingly is demanding justification for all public service costs.

Against this background. state and local officials are becoming cog-
nizant of the need for a more responsive and timely system that will ef-
fectively communicate to the public the costs of governmental program
outputs. They need a system that will allow for better decision making,
alternative selections, planning. and forecasting. PP3S (planning, pro-
gramming, budgeting system) appears capable of meeting these needs.

The emergence of PPBS along the lines that have been established
stems from two other sources as well. First, the resources of government
are always less than aie needed to accomplish all of the things that
government would like to do and that should be done. Therefore.
among competing claims on resources, governments must choose those
which contribute oust to governmental objectives, and those choices
must be made with a degree of rationality that will insure maximum
use of scarce resources.

Second, governmental programs rarely have an automatic regu-
lator that indicates when an activity has ceased to be productive or could
he made more efficient or should be iisplaced by another activity. Private
business relies on profits and compctition to furnish the needed incen-
tive and discipline and to provide a feedback on the quality of decisions.
The system is imperfect, but basically sound in the private sector; it is
virtually nonexistent in government.

Dwight Waldo, writing in 190, termed PPBS the "happening of
the decade in public administration." While the concept is indeed pop-
ular among public administrators, this writer is convinced that it has
been anything but a "happening." in a practical sense, at the state or
local level. This writer is also of the opinion that PPBS ilas not taken
root in state and local government largely because of some fundamental
misunderstandings about its intent and applications.

The purpose of the following monograph, therefore, is a threefold
one: first, to explain the PPB System and its applications; second, to
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attempt to dispel certain exaggerated claims and misconceptions about
PPB; and third, to describe some of the practical problems frustrating
efforts to fully implement the system.

While the ensuing pages may be familiar ground for those who
are deeply immersed in the implementation of PPB, this publication is
not directed primarily to such persons. Rather, it is designed largely for
the public official who has not had the time or the inclination to fully
explore this management innovation.

Finally, it should be noted that this paper is by no means an ex-
haustive study of the subject; nor can it serve as a how- to-do-it manual.
It is intended merely to stimt.late renewed interest in and further in-
vestigation of a complex, but highly important system.

viii
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I.

DEVELOPMENT OF PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, BUDGETING:

AN OVERVIEW

The budgetary process in the United States has undergone an his-
torical evolution from line-item budgeting to the current planning,
programming, budgeting system. Three discernible stages of develop-
ment have been identified. The first stage was control oriented, the
second stage was management (or performance) oriented, and the last
(i.e., the present) stage is now ber ;ng planning oriented.

Line-Item Budgeting

The line-item type of budget is still used by many governmental
agencies and municifalities. Most municipal budgets operate on a twelve-
month fiscal year with revenues and expenditures for the present year
usually based on previous experience. This type of budget is reviewed
concerning its reasonableness and its demands for a particular period.
The positive characteristics of this type of budget are as follows:

1. It does provide for some control of work.
2. It casts budget categories in terms of organizational units and

characters of expense.
3. It provides effective cortrol over administration.

The traditional line-item budget grew out of the need for account-
ability in government, and many of the budget systems today remain
just that -a tool for accountability purposes.

One of the greatest values of this traditional budget is that the
cycle is repeated every year, thus forcing regular review of activities and
service policies. The danger inherent in cyclical budgeting, however,
is that it can invite short-run thinking and a tendency to postpone nec-
essary expenditure increases or revenue measures to some future budget
period.

The problem with the traditional budget is that it does not do
enough+. Some of its limitations include:

I difficulty in relating budgeting to objectives;
2. poor basis for resource allo ation;
3. low visibility into the in-pact of decisions for future years'

budgets;
4. difficulty in relating expenditures to accomplishments;
5. difficulty in objectively comparing alternative ways of accom-

plishing objectives;
6. lack of integration among planning, budgeting and control.

State and city governments are viable institutions that have existed
for many years. The budget for any current cycle is inevitably greatly
affected by past commitments, established levels of service, the existing

1
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organizational structure, and current methods of operation, any of
which may not be entirely satisfactory.

Budgeting should be a continuing process and it appears that the
traditional line-item budget does not meet this test.

Performance Budgeting

Flie second stage of budgeting (1955 to about the late 1950's) was
management (or performance) oriented. The management orientation,
paramount during this period, made its mark in the reform of the
appropriation structure, the development of management improvement
and woik measurement programs, and the focusing of budget prepara-
tion on the pet foi mance of the prescribed activities of eat]. organizational
unit.

In the federal government, the President recommended and the
Congress appropriated budgetary funds among variou, kinds of activity:
the granting of patents, the collection of taxes, the construction of
water resource projects, and so forth. But within each line of activity,
program managers were free to shift resources to insure maximum
effectiveness. This represented a substantial change from the tradi-
tional appropriations structure which specified how much would be
spent on rent. travel and personnel.

Progres% in the federal government was made during this period
nt ieduc lug the detail in which appiopriations were made. For example,
just berme the Second World War there were some 2.000 individual
appropriations: by 1955 this number had been reduced to 375.

Stated differently, a performance budget is an expression in fman-
ial terms of the major activities or functions of a unit. Tare description

of each program in the budget is based upon the job to be performed
lather than upon the objects of expenditure which are required to do
the job. The description lays emphasis on the job itself, its size, and
what is required to accomplish it. While such a budget still expresses
the operations of a government in terms of inputthat is. Personnel to
be hired, services to be paid for, or goods to be boughtthe use of
the term "performance budget" also implies that the outputs of the
various governmental units will be measured in some objective fashion:
in order that their performance may be evaluated. Thns, the concept
of a performance budget implies t::at the budget will be organized by
programs or actisities and, second, that there will be an expression of
estimates and accomplishments in quantitative terms.

In order to develop a performance budget, the legislative body
needs information sucl: as the following:

1. What ate the agency's objectives; for what reason does the agency
ask for appropriations; whit services does the agency render
to justify its existence?

2 What programs or activities does the agency use to achieve its
objectives?

3. What volume of work is required in each of the activities?



4. What has been the level of service which past appropriation
ordinances have provided?

5. What level of service may the legislators and the taxpayers ex-
pect if the requested amounts arc appropriated?

The answers to the last three questions should be expressed in mean-
ingful units of service and in toe cost of those waits.

The pato:mance budget is now in use in many governmental
jurisdictions.

Planning, Programming, Budgeting
The most rcent development in the budgetary process has been

the immolation of a planning, programming, budgeting system (PPBS).
PPB, the n, lc not .1 lev4)Intnmaly new s)stern; it has evolved gradually
front other Inn114tary a:id fiscal planning concepts. Two earlier move-
ments, in addition to pet formance budgeting, contributed significantlyto its esolution: 1) efforts at the ft -decal level to integrate planning
and bwIeting. and 2) .stlympts to build a scientific, cost-utility frame-
work within which the allocation of public funds would be made.
This latter movement became known as welfare economics.

PPP. gained a real foothold, however, throws!' the introduction of
a series of new decisional technologies ;tit(' the Department of Defense
(IOM operations research. cost-benefit analysis, systems analysis,
tc These new thrusts. tvhich were larE,,ely the result of the efforts of

Ills Rand COI potation, eventually culminated in the rudiments of what
relented to today as a PPB system.

l'I'It considered to have worked so well in the DOD that in 1965
Pr.sideitt Johnson olderd federal civilian agencies to implement the sys
tem In announcing the introduction of this system in August, 1965.
the Pr-sident stated that once in operation, it would enable the gov-
PrIllilent to:

I. id( lulls national goals with precision and on a continuing basis;
2 choose among those goals the ones that are most urgent;
3 search for alternative means cw,. reaching those goals most ef-

fectisely at the least cost;
inform ourselves not merely on next year's costsbut on the

and third, and subsequent years' costsof feckral pro-

5 measure the pet formance of programs to insure a dollar's worth
of service for each dollar spent.

The °s-tall objective of the PPB system, as initiated in 1965, was to
correct certain shortcomings in the planning and hadgeting systems in
federal .1,4encies. These shortcomings were identified by the Bureau of
the Midget as follows:

1. Program review for decision making had frequently been con-
centrated within too short a period.

2 Objec lives of agency programs and activities had too often not
been specified with enough clarity and correctness.

3
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3. Accomplishments had been insufficiently presented for considera-
tion by top management.

4. Future years costs had not in all cases been laid out system-
atically enough.

5. Formalized planning and system analysis had too little effect on
budget decisions.

The initial instructions concerning PPB from the Bureau of 6_
Budget to executive agencies were contained in DOD Bulletin No. 66.3,
dated October 12. 1965. Each agency was required to develop a series
of output-oriented categories (commonly referred to as program struc-
tures) covel mg the total work of the agency; a comprehensive multi-
year Program and Financial Plan; and several types of analyses including
Program Memoranda and Special Studies.

Built into the PPB System are procedures designed to improve
rationality in decision making. These procedures may be summarized
as follows:

I. establishing goals and objectives after obse.vations;

2. designing alternative means to arrive at established objectives;

3. predicting the consequences of each alternative;

,I. selecting plefcrall!e abet natives in terms of the most valued
ends and the least costs.

In addition, by weighing decisions that are made in terms of what
must be achieved to what must be invested, PPB provides procedures to
improve eginency.

In performance budgeting, there is hardly any evidence that the
budget narratives and analysis contained therein have been used for
decision making; rather, they seem suited for giving the uninformed
outsider sonic glimpses of what is going on. In contrast, PPB provides
an objective basis for evaluating the cost utility of expenditures on an
on-going basis.

Finally, by providing procedures to eliminate overlapping and
redundant activities and by exposing ineffective employment of re-
sources, a PPR system also strives to improve economy in government
operations.

Follocic:s, Naiveté and Confusion
Sine its introduction in 1965, PPBS has received widespread at-

tention among public officials throughout the Country. It has been in-
stituted with varying degrees of success in a great many federal agencies,
in state goveniment, anti in local jurisdictions (including school dis-
tricts) . however, while the intioduction of PPB was accompanied with
great fanfare, the implementation of the new system has proceeded
with considerably less than the "smooth sailing" anticipated by its pro-
ponents In fact, efforts to implement the system have been consistently

4
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stymied by confusion, ambiguity and misconceptions about what it is and
what it can do. Bertram Gross offers some incisive observations on this
situation.

As with any significant inno)avon, it has been met by both inertia alai hard.
(might resistance--particularlr among old-time budget personnel. "r` 3-, led
to ritualitalion, cnerformalization, and overdocumentation. Int1 . of
PHI papetwork, clogging the channels of government comer n, ., in
some cases threatened the very capability for rational action ,ii . . was sup -
posed to enhance
TI'll war initiated, at with many other managerial techniques. in a burst of
grandiose claims of breakthroughs and exaggerated application t.) irrelevant
situatnAls. It has been pioneered by many technical specialists whowith little
mule: tainting. less interest, arid no experience in general rianagementtend to
prop. ;ate the "fallacy of management (or administration' :li technical gadgetry."2

In addition. those responsible for the introduction and use of PPB
as a new management tool often fail to emphasize, or even sometimes
ignore, one very important aspect of the systemthat PPB must operate
within the constraints of a political environment and therefore has im-
plicatios for politics and policy making. In other words, PPB does not
and cannot operate in a neutral, value-free environment. The PPB sys-
tem is only as good as the political decision makers and the bureaucratic
setting will allow it to be.

Finally, added to the above problems is the fact that PPB has been
caught in a jungle of verbiage and semantics.

Into the older Jargons of budgeting, au-minting. and efficiency engineering have
been mixed new terms from micro economics, systems engineering and business
management . . . System;' "output," "planning." and "programming" have
become "fad words." used with a false sophistication that often masks narrow-
minded nalsete. In fact. there seems to be an unspoken "gentleman's agreement"
that basic terms need never be defined.3

Indeed, PPB technicians at becoming so absorbed in the process of
implementing the various component elements of the system that they
ate losing sight of the purpose of the system itself. What follows then,
in this and the ensuing chapters, is an attempt to define and describe
PPBits put poses and its key conceptual elements. For without a firm
grasp of these essentials, the prospects for proper implementation of the
system remain dim.

PPBS Defined
It is critical to the understanding of PPB to establish from the out-

set what the system is not as well as what it is. To begin with, PPB
should not be considered a panacea for the present shortcomings of finan-
cial planning and budgeting at the state and local levels.

llertram M. Cross, "The New System Budgeting," Public Administration Review,
(March /April 1919). p. 115.

2/bid., p. 115 (part of which is quoted from United Nations Department of
Economic and Social Affairs, Public Administration Branch, The Administration of
Economic Def,elonment Plannin.- Principles and Fallacies, United Nations, New
York, 1966 [ST/TAO/M/321, p. 12)

s/bid., p. 115.
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Secondly, it should not be coLitrued as an overwhelmingly com-
plete system requiring sophisticated computer applications. Thirdly, it
is not a system designed to r,place human judgment or political decision
making.

PHI is, :however, a tool or an instrument to help policy makers
assign priorities and allocate resources among competing activities.
It constitutes an attempt to itttegrate policy formulation with budgetary
resource allocation and to provide a means for regularly bringing sys-
tentatie analysis to bear on both of these crucial processes.

In a very paetical sense, PPB represents a rational means of fusing
together fundamental concepts and techniques that have been in use
for years in governmental pi isdietionsplanning, programming and
budgeting.

II.

PROGRAMS AND PROGRAM STRUCTURES

As a first step, PPB calls for a careful specification and analysis of
basic program objectives in each major area of governmental activity.
Within the context of PPB, "a program is a package which encom-
passes each and every one of the agency's efforts to achieve a particular
objective or set of allied objectives. If the objective were to provide
for highway safety, the program would be composed of all agency ac-
tivities and expenditures put to that purpose.

The use and meaning of the term "program" as part of PPB is
different from its traditional usage. Before the introduction of PPB,
the word ptoguon was used to connote or describe functions, activities
or disciplines. To illustrate, under the old usage of the term, such ac-
tivities as "pure !lasing," "property management," "data processing,"
and other such functions were called programs. This habit of charac-
teri/ing what are essentially processes as programs persists even now,
probably because the new use of the term program within a PPB system
is still misunderstood.

"Individual activities, functions, and professional disciplines," ac-
cording to Samuel M. Green::ouse, "are the very antitheses of programs
in the PPRS sense." As he points out:

1 he whole l'i'llS idea is to facilitate the drawing together. the summation of
all agency Oh , ts to meet particular objectives, so that the validity of each
program may ,,e assessed in tetins of overall approach, dimension, and costs
and may be compared with other competing programs, pntential or existing!,

The development of a program structure is a prerequisite for the
implementation of a PPB 5ystem in any agency, and the development of

tsamml Creenhonse, "The Planning Programming Iliiileeting csstern Rationale.
Language. and Idea Relationships " Public Administration Revi_io, (Dec. 1966) , p. 273.

6Ibid, p. 273.
0//ml, p 273.

6
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a government-wide program structure is believed by some observers to
be a prerequisite for the realization of the full utility of PPB.

A program structure is an output-oriented (this term is used inter-
changeably with mission-oriented or objective-oriented) format which
presents data on all of the operations and activities of an agency or de-
partment in categories which reflect the agency's purposes and/or ob-
jectives. In other words, agency programs which have substantially the
same broad objectives are grouped together, and succinct headings
which cicstribe these objectives are applied to each grouping.

These output-oriented categories, which together should reflect the
total work of the agency, will then serve as a basic framework for plan-
ning, programming, and budgeting processes (including systematic an-
ilysis, reporting, multi-year forecasting of program outputs and costs,
and evaluation of accomplishment) and for relating these processes to
each other. A program structure also should take into account the re-
quirements fo facilitating accounting, informing the public, allocating
resources, and decision making.

Traditional budgetary approaches tended more or less inevitably to
emphasize program inputs or resources requirements. Budget data were
organized by objectspersonnel, compensation, travel, supplies, ma-
terials, and other objects of expenditure. In evaluating budget proposals
a it aural inclination was to focus on the reasonableness of a proposed
allocation lwtween these objects. A major purpose of PPB is to overcome
this inclination and to assure that the budget process focuses on over-
all program objectives and the alternative ways of meeting these ob-
jectives.

The fundamental standard of highlighting objectives was very
adequately provided for in the Bureau of the Budget guidance to all
federal agencies which were develor,ing program structures after 1965.
These guidelines are just as applicable to state and local governmental
agencies.

The Bureau of the Budget, while providing elementary guidance,
left to the various agencies the basic discretion as to how their respective
program structures would be developer:. The initial instructions (Octo-
ber 12, 1965) from the Bureau to the agencies on their program struc-
tures were limited to such considerations as the following:

1. The program structure should be output-oriented and should
present data on all the operations and activities of the agency in
categories which reflect the agency's end purpose or objectives.

2. It may be desirable to have the basic program categories cut
across bureau lines to facilitate comparisons and suggest possible
trade-offs among elements which are close substitutes. It is desir-
able to develop program formats which facilitate comparisons
across agency lines.

3. To facilitate top-level review, the number of program categories
should be limited. For example, a cabinet department should
normally have fewer than 15 program categories. Agencies were

7
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advised by the Bureau in April 1968 that an agency generally
should have between five and ten categories.

4 Program ategorics and subcategories should not be restricted by
the present appropriation pattern or budget activity structure.

As goals, of :ectives and p,iorities of agencies shift with time and
circunistant es, it may be necessary for PPB program structures to re-
flect these changes if such structures are to be an aid in making resources
allocation decisions.

Structure and Agency Organization
Bureau of the Budget guidance to the agencies in 1965 discussed

the question of the relationship of the agency program structures to
their organiiational structures.

1 hey indicated that it did not necessarily follow that those agencies
whose ptoAram categories closely resembled their organizational sum-
mit., had not !molter), structured their program categories that an
agent y whose program categories cut across organizational lines had a
Nicea plorani structure. A close parallel between program categories
and mgallintional units may simply reflect the fact that an agency's
organimtiou before introduction of PPB followed program lines in a
way which seemed most useful to the agency's decision makers.

It is important to remembet the a purpose of PPB is to provide
tategolies of programs which should be considered simultaneously when
major piogrannuatic decisions are made.

To illustrate, the objective of inteuit, highway pogiam is not
to build highways. Highways are useful only as they serve a higher
objective, namely, transporting people and goods effectively, efficiently
and safely. Once this is accepted as an objective, it becomes possible to
analyn' Mid to determine from among alternative programs that one
which pro. ides the most effective and efficient means of achieving the
stated objet use Still blithe!, VII 'trial scale, it bet possible to
analyie aviation, railroads and highway, to determine the most ef-
lc( five network of transportation. But so long as we think of the ultimate
objective of a roads or highway program as %imp!, laying concrete, this
compalison of .alternative programs (or alternative transportation sys-
tems) is impossible.

At the same time, while we want to view cur objectives broadly,
are ;10t helped at all by stating them toe, broadly. Highways or

transportation, for example, may contribute to the "0,0 life," but
to take chi, as our sole stated objective does not lel us ansthing useful
about the desnable rate of highway or road buil,ling, the tharacter of
the roads, then locations or even their relliionslt ps to other elements
of out tianspoitation sston. In the case of highw.vs, we svant a speci-
(nation of objet lives broader than "laying corn rote" but narrower than
"ptoviding for the good life."

In fat t, tittle is a constant interaction between the netision process
and our knowledge of oar true objectives. Often, the more we learn

8
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about how to reach an objective, the more clearly we begin to under-
stand the objective' itself.

What follows is an example of a program structure for a State
Highway Safety Program Area. The following formulation also would
be applicable to the problem of highway safety at levels of govern-
ment other than the state lesel. In urban areas, the pedestrian safety
aspect of traffic safety is likely to be sufficiently larger; hence an addi-
tional program category covering pedestrian safety should be included.

Context for the State Highway Safety Program'
Objectives for Highway Safety

We !lase nested to examine one facet of transportation, highway safety. A
lc:manse general objeitise for the ighway safely program would be:

the 'eduction of loss of life, incidence and severity of injury, and loss of
pioperty due to highway accidents.

We must emphasise again that this ohjectue cannot be pursued in a vacuum.
Props ss tonaid the objectise of highway safety must be balanced against prog-
ress toward other, possibly conflicting. objectives in transportation and related
area, (0 g , rrlocating residents of an area through which a new, more safely-
designed highway network ts to run).

In sttucturnig a framework for the plann,ag of highway safety, we choose to
break down the total program area into six major categories. (See Table I for
the total program structure.) l he first thiec of these are concerned with pre-
%ennui' of accidents through programs relating to (I) the driver, (2) the vehicle,
and (3) the system of highways (or more hroadly, the environment in which
the rinser and %chide operate). The fourth major category is concerned with
reducing the consequences of those highway accidents that cannot be prevented.
'Um fifth and sixth calegores cover research. planning and evaluation and
supportise services respectiselv. Our initial formulation of the problem assumes
that the rharacteristics of each of the components of the motor vehicle trans-
portavon issteni taken separately base an effect on progress toward the goal
of highway safety. In each of these areas ultimately we intend through analysis
to obtain better information on whit the state can do to influence safety.

In this effort. it is recognised that the state already does much through such
ash% ities as the enactment and enforcement of traffic laws, encouragement of
driser naming. examination of diner skills, and promotion of safety campaigns.
In the long rim. the use of planning programming-budgeting is intended to pro-
mote analysis of those at-comics in order to plan a balanced program directed
toward enectiye highway safety within the objectives of a good transportation
system. Our goal is to gai insight into where new programs should be imple-
mented, where programs should be improved or expanded. and where they
should be reduced or eliminated.

',The example of Highway Safety Structure is to be found in the following source:
'ate -Local Finances Project: Planning-ProgrammingBudgeting for City, State, County
bjectives, PPB Note 10. George Washington University, Washington, D. C., 1968,
p. 2.4.

Italics are used to denote this author's addition.

9
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TABLE I

PROGRAM STRUCTURE FOR HIGHWAY SAFETY

A. Maintenance/Improvement of Driver Quality
1. Proficiency and Physical Capacity

a. Minimum Standards
b. Improvement

2. Performance of Qualified Drivers
a. Minimum Standards
b. Improvement

B. Maintenance/Improvement of Vehicle Safety Characteristics
1. Minimum Standards
2. Improvement

C. Maintenance/Improvement of Highway System Safety Characteristics
1. Elimination of Hazards in Design
2. Elimination and/or Control of Hazardous Locations
3. Elimination and/or Control of Temporary Hazards

D. Post-Accident Protection
I. Vehicle I'rotective Characteristics
2. Emegency Services

E. Research, Planning, and Evaluation
F. Administration and Support

Source: State-Local Nuances Project, PPB Note 10, p. 3.
Viewing the sane PROGRAM AREAHighway Safetyfrom a

local government perspective, it might be tied in largely with the activi-
ties of the Public Works Department and possibly with some input
the Police Department. Within this context, a program structure for a
Department of Public Works might have as a PROGRAM AREA
Highway Safety. This program can also be broken down to include
specific activities which are being performed to support it. Such ac-
tivties are called program ELEMENTS (e.g., Highway Construction
and Repair, Highway Maintenance, etc.). ELEMENTS can finally be
broken down into SUB-ELEMENTS such as Street Sweeping, Seal
Coating, etc. The following chart depicts a typical program structure
for one program area of a local Department of Public Works.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
piuglarn Area I Itg Imo, Safety

Elements:

sub-Elements

I

I
If teliwas

1

Constr. Highway ct ructI ural Drainage
& Repair Maintenance Design

1 I 1

Seri Stre
I
t Snow Removal, Emergency

Coatiig Sweeping ice Control Repair.
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A Government-Wide Program Structure

While almost all the major federal agencies have adopted program
strth tures to facilitate. their own resource allocation decisions, a govern-
ment-wide structure has not been created. A govegnment-wide structure
would presumably provide a framework for program trade offs across
agent ies, just as an individual agency's structure provides a framework
for such tr tde-offs across the organizational subunits of that agency.

Thew are difficulties, however, in creating a government-wide
program structure. First and foremost, there are likely to be incon-
sistencies among the program structures created by the different agencies.
Such differences are readily apparent in relatively simple matters such
as the size of individual agency categories, nomenclature, and func-
tional classifications. These difficulties are likely to be apparent when
an attempt is made to combine categories and subcategories across
agency lines.

Thus. although a government-wide program structure is an attrac-
tive goal, there are numerous obstacles to its creation. These obstacles
invoke practical considerations of agency organization, information
stems, and program interdependencies. The costs of overcoming some
of these obstacles might exceed the benefits which would be gained.

Summary

The put pose of this part of the PPR operation is to force govern.
mental agencies to stand hack from their particular functional activities
and to look at their basic objectives; what are they really trying to ac-
complish and what alternative means are available for the accomplish-
ment of those objectives?

All other considerations in the cieation of a program structure
derive from the fundamental purpose of the structure, as stated above.
It can be said, for example, that all functions and activities of an agency
should be encompassed by the program structure regardless of the or-
ganizational placement. This is clearly a necessity if the resource alloca-
tion purpose is to be achieved. Beyond such elementary guidance, how-
ever, there is latitude for considerable disagreement as to what might be
appropriate standards for an agency's program structure.

III.

AGENCY POLICIES

It is possible for agencies to have effective and efficient manage-
ment systems, such as the l'I'li system, without written policies. How-
ever, the relative formalism which is an essential ingredient of the PPB
system makes it desirable for agencies to have certain of their basic poli-
cies made explicit in written form. In jurisdictions where PPB responsi-
bilities are decentralized and analyses are made at various organizational
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levels, the case for written politics and plocedures is stronger than in
luivi how, %%heir co +Ismail staffs ale sill dl and centrali7ed.

The lesponsibility for the development and the use of PPR ssstems
should rest with the head of each agency and or the chief executive.
Agents heads should take such action as is necessary to insure that line
managers participate in the Opel ation of the PPB system.

Writ`rn tlency Policies
The purpose of written gniclance on PPB matters is to convey im-

portant policy and procedural decisions throughout the entire jurisdic-
tion. When this is done effectively it enhances the quality and uniformity
of the analssis process, allowing more direct comparability of analyses
made by different analysts at diflerent times. Certain matters, which
arc discussed below, are so basic that all agencies should be expected to
have written guidance pertaining to them:

1. guidance on major PPR documents;
2. guidance On enviionmental assumption.;
3. guidance on analytical matters;
4. documentation repined for PPII studies.

The PPB Cycle
The activities within the govetumental agencies associated with

the performance of 1'P11 responsibilities follow a cyclical pattern which
is repeated annually ill connection with the ongoing processes of plan-
ning, programming, and budgeting. While these activities vary in some
particulars an g the agencies, th..v are identical in impnr,Int respects
as to time and performance. That is to say, most agencies produce cer-
tain information and documentation at about the same time in the
PPB cycle.

The Major PPB Documents
A d. s a uprion ot the dipmil PPP, inns! nnessmilv rcfei to the

three major types of documents produced by the P1'11 system.
(I) The Multi-Year Thoglarn and Financial Plan (PFP) presents

in tabldal linm, and Ito .1 pep iod cil sevelal }ears, pet tricot d it 1 relating
to the outputs, costs and financing of agency programs, This data is
usually presented in a set of tables that tellect cannal dec isions ielative
to agency progiams The ()Inputs and costs ate shown ogia:n
and program element (grouped in terms of the plOgrP111 win for
each yeas of the planning period covered by the PFPgenerally the
fiscal year just past, the current fiscal year, the next fiscal year, and at
least four future years. Projections for the years beyond the next budget
year ale included primarily to show the future implications of current
and past decisions. Such projections arc not designed to predict com-
prehensively future budget totals for agencies or for major programs.
The PFP should be revised as necessary kr use within the agency to
reflect major changes in the program pans taking place.

PPB puts heavy stress on future planning and programming, i.e.,
outlining a program of action in each major area of governmental ac-
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tivity for the next five or ten years. One cannot address the problems
I tat face society and governments in terms of what can be done in a
s ngle fiscal year. A reasonable decision-making process must, therefore,
provide the decision maker with a perspective larger than the next fiscal
year.

It should he understood, however, that the future years' part of the
plan is not considered a firm decision or commit. !nt, except where
certain kinds of current decisions bind governinf. s to future years'
outlays. Tile I'FP is the document or tool which serves as an aid or
guide to such future planning. (Table II is a generalized diagram of
this cycle.)

(2) Program Mernwanda (PM's) are prepared annually on major
issues confronting an agency. PM's are often prepared by agencies for
each of their program categories. However, in pi actice, a I'M may cover
only part of a program category or cut across several program categories.
PM's therefore do not necessarily cover an agency's entire program.

A I'M is intended to show, in the space of about twenty pages or
less, what choices among alternatise programs an agency head has made,
why they welt made, the major program recommendations of the
agency for the upcoming budget, and the strategy underlying those
program recommendations. In short, it is intended to integrate the
objectives of the agency .program with specific decisions made on pro-
gram issues for the budget year.

(3) Special Analytical Studies (SAS's) are prepared to provide the
anal) tit al gimindork for the decisions !effected in the PM's. A study
may cover .1 specific aspect of a program category or may cut across pro-
gram caegoly lines. Lach is intended to provide the agency head and
the dile( exet inlet with information for making decisions among the
alternative ways of achieving program objectives. There is no established
rniat or length for these studies.

Guidance on Environmental Assumptions
Program memoranda and special analytical studies may deal with

a variety of types of information such as expected growth in the total
or in segments of the population, trends in earnings and employment,
and economic and educational growth patterns. Assumptions made
concerning these and other external environmental matters can be very
basic to the final conclusions that arc drawn.

Environmental assumptions may also be of the internal type; for
example, they may concern an agency's organisation, its staffing and
training or its policies and procedures. Assumptions of this type may,
in particular analyses, he no less significant than assumptions concerning
the agency's external environment.

Guidance on Analytical Matters
Analytical studies should disclose which methods of analysis were

utilized. In particular, they should comment on whether sensitivity
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analyses were made and the extent to which secondary and itulitect costs
and benefits were considered or not considered in the analysis.

Sensitivity analysis term to the determination of how sensitive
anlyto icstilts and conclusions ate to the assumptions made or the
data used in an analysis. Decision makers should be made awaie of the
uuui(t that the ltetnative atialytii al assumptions have on the analyses
Ind runt fusions ptesented to them fo consideration. Unless this is done
both and explicitly, dale is a tisk that decision makers will
not have the pet lie( five they null to plopcily alialy,ical con.
cluS1(15.

In II.IIIV .111.1)%ei it m.iv he .11/1/101/11:Ite to CI 41%1(4'1. lit 'ugh not
io quantify, sciondai y and indite([ costs and be,iclos.

general ter ins. these ale iosts and bcnelits Minh do not aciltle directly
to the I,tnn ity y ut ',Iowan' bench( Lit). For example, au agency
poi( t 1 altt'll to (0115C1 v.16011 may be of pi-1111.11y bciielit to larmers:
hinseu 1. it may also be of sonic benefit to the gencial public beiuse
of lei lc ttinn.iI isms that can be associated with the project. The general

!u'itefits may in this pat ticidal case be considered seiondary bene-
fits. lVlicie se( ond try and indite( t benefits and costs a:e ..!ilificnt to

analysis, they slould be commented on.

In analyses which make use of estimated infoutt mon whiilt is not
cutliely %curial& in which may not be pietist., the Us'. of inaccurai v
should be pointed out. limier sill nitillistances. the lalysis should

inpolate inhumation which would au ify to the del isi maker the
risk of ;:01 inlicient in the estimates. Unless the del ',ion in tier is
made .wale risks, his pi ispei on the aalynii ii cniche.ions
may he (Ikon red

Documentation Required for PPB Studies
The emetic of documntalv support for 1'1'13 reports and analyses

will depend on the iomple.ity of the pioblem are. The di uentation
should be complete to insole that the data sonices. assurup
timis and teiliniques employed (a be comprehended by odur tlysts
without the liticssi:y of «insulting the ;tabor. Problems involving turn.
over 01 pi2ielael, the failing of inituny, and the inefficiency involved
in attemining to reconstruct an analysis (when necessary) can he mini-
miied bv adequate doulmentation. All awn( Its should give specific
considelation io this problem .lea and to the potential advantages of
having written instructions %%huh describe the documentation required.
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IV.

OBJECTIVES, OUTPUT AND ANALYSES

The PPR system requires that the chief executive and his staff per-
form several tasks that generally base not been associated with conven-
tional budgeting systems.

They should analyse, insofar as possible, the output of a given pro-
gram in terms of the objectives as specified within the program structure.
Again, in the case of highways, the primary question should not be how
many miles of concrete are laid. More fundamental considerations
would include: what the program produces in terms of swifter, safer, less-
congested misc.!: how many hours of travel time are eliminated; and
how many accidents are prevented.

In PPBS language, an output has all of the following properties:
It is a product (dale, a good or a service).
It is a tangible outgromh of a particular program (i.e., it is the

result of a calculated program effort).
It is the sort of product which can be appropriately singled out

as an indicator of pi ogiam results.
It is onside: bs .gem y as satisfying an explicit objective

or related set of objectives.
In addition, the ['PR staff should develop measurements of the total

costs of the program, both direct and indirect, not just for one year,
but for at least several years ahead. To illustrate, in deciding to build
a road or highway they must take into account not only the construction
costs, but also, in a qualitative sense, the effects of such a road on the
area through which it is to run.

There should be an analysis of alternative means of achieving, at
the least cost, the objectives as specified in the program structure.
Illustration

COST LFFFCTIVENESS CIIART

3100,000

EXPENINTURES 75.000 A

50.000

A. Emergency Repairs
B. Street Sweeping

25.000

C

D

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

EFFECTIVMNESS GAUGE

C. Snow Removal, Ice Control
D. Seal Cor.ing

'Samuel Greenhouse, Op. Cit., p. 274.
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The hspothetical chart shown aim e depicts the relative impact of
various sub elements which comprise Highway Maintenance. For ex-
ample, the leader will note that the municipality expender; approxi-
mately $75,001 on its Emergency Repairs activity (point A on the chart)
fat tapir It It re( cis ed a relatively insignificant return (.5 on the effective-
orss g itig). On the otliri hand, Seal Coating (point 1)) produced a
substantially greater benefit (8 0 on the effectiveness (!,auge) at a much
!owe! cost (approximately $25,000) . This somewhat simplified compari-
son su,:.;ests the need to reexamine the respective allocations for thesesub elemnt

In ass, saint the impact of tat itnis alteinatise atticities, the chief
ext.( owe should be «nuel lied with the lelationship between Highway
Maintenance and other parallel activities which suppmt the Highway
Safctl,, l'it4r.on. (See page IS.) Special analytical studies might reveal
that u huh. siloi% krolov.11 stands up well under a cost-ellectiveness test,
It could be pioduring damaged cnibstones and thus would require
comet essatv cxpendttines to the I liglm.ty Construction and Repair area.

I al en Ise, gIcater lesotio es expended for the installation of surface
ut subset faits ihain ige fat reduce the incidence of fi ost heaves,
washouts and potholes, thus decreasing the lesion ens required for Emer-
gem SIR et Repaus.

Use of Analysis

Andssis is a method of investigation by which a solution to a com-
plx pioblem is sought through the separation of the problem into
simple', inure understandable elements. Then, by study of the behavior
and inteho tion of these elements, a better understanding of the complex
problem is gaiacd. As a reasoned approach to highly complicated prob-
lems of ch,nt e, amoysis can provide agency decision makers with a more
rational basis for making such choices.

Requirements for Analysis in Measuring Output
Output measures arc used by agencies to quantify program results

in order to:
I. monitor prowess towards achievement of agency or program

goals. and
2. plan cut rent and filmic program benefits in terms of resource

requirements.

Output measures typically represent the things for which agency
personnel are held accountable and arc expressed in work load units such
as number of cases, grants, actions; as agency end products such as
numbet of miles (roads, highways, etc.) ; as people (assisted, in school,
etc.): and in dollar value of output.

These outputs do not directly measure the results of the programs in
terms of benefits produced or capabilities attained. and they cannot be
dire tly usod as measures of program effectiveness. They may be of value,
however, in evaluating the efficiency of organizational units. Without a
link between output measures and measures of benefit or effectiveness,
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the use of output measures may be self-defeating in that the quality of
results may be overlooked in attempts to meet or exceed stated quanti-
tative goals.

Sonic efforts have been made to link work outputs to measures of
the ultimate benefit desired. To the extent this can be accomplished,
cost-benefit studies can focus directly on the choice of alternative pro-
gram levels in terms of output measures.

In determining and/or evaluating output measures, program anal-
ysts should ask the following questions:

I. Hare the output measures being used been related to measures
of expected program effectiveness or benefits? For what pro-
gram elements?

9,.. To what extent is information on actual program outputs (or
effectiveness or benefits) being collected and documented?

3. Specifically, what use is being made of these data by manage-
ment, analysts and line agencies?

Systems Analysis
Systems analssis does not base to be and is not coextensive with

quantitative analysis. Systems analysis serves only as an aid to policy
debate. Too often these debates revoke around a simple list of pros
and cons. These often maid the progress of the debate since partici-
pants simply repeat their original positions in different words. Systems
analysis is designed to improve this process by:

I. tmeoveting the irrelevant issues;
2. identifying the specific assumptions and factual bases upon which

alternative recommendations rest; and
3. tracing out the knowable consequences and costs of each alterna-

tive

By this means, systematic analysis is designed to narrow the debate.
to focus it on the important issues, and to separate those points about
which the judgments of reasonable men can disagree from those which
are demonstrably true or false.

Such analysis often involves quantitative estimates Most of our
decisionsin fact all of our budgetary decisions -- involve quantitative
considerations. For example, consider the question of how many doc-
tors to train and how much state aid to give to out of-state medical
schools for training local students. This question can he debated sim-
ply in terms of arguing more or less budget dollars for the program.
Alternatively, we can calculate the current and projected ratios of doc-
tors to the population, examine the relationship between the doctor/
population ratio and various indices of health, review the distribution
of doctors throughout the state, estimate the costs of training doctors,
and analyze a host of similar factors. We cannot, of course, measure
precisely the advantages to be gained from a program of state aid to
out-of-state medical schools, nor can we account for all of the costs.
But we can isolate, in quantitative form, a number of key elements
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involved in the program. The debate then can proceed in terms of
weighing fairly spec.fically the advantages the state gains from alterna-
tive nutcases in the supply of doctors against the costs of achieving
each alternative.

Handled properly, a well constructed numerical estimate can be
worth a thousand words, and PPB seeks to encourage quantitative esti-
mates as part of the systematic analysis of budgetary issues. This, how-
ever, does not mean that quantitative estimates arc the only elements
of ssteinatic analssis, the latter is far broader than the former. Human
factors and a decision's intangible elements, which tend to defy measure.
ment, must not be ignored; but that which can be reasonably meas.
tired should be measured.

In other words, systems analysis is merely good analysis and is not
something peculiar to a PPB ssstem. Moreover, it is not necessarily
synonsmous with computerisation or the use of statistics.

V.

STAFFING AND MANPOWER

Some of the responsibilities carried out by PPB staffs in large gov-
ernmental jurisdictions will have to be carried out in small jurisdictions
by existing personnel, in the absence of the more formal PPB system
and/or specifically designated staffs, Theiefore, the staffs t',It ale given
PPB iesponsibilities cannot in all cases be considered as additional staff
solely because of the existence of the system. Presumably, much of the
ands tical effoits !elated to such matte!, as cost, program benefits, effec-
hseiless, icientification of meaningful alternatkes, and p! inning esti-
mates (111ith ale some of the ma pn areas in which PP11 staffs have an
intuiest\ will have been in exist( me pi for to the introduction of PPB
a,,fl .,mould continue even without the formal system.

Organizational Location
The chief executive at d for his agency heads should take such action

as is ne(essaly to 'mule that line manage's participate in the operation
of the si,stein and that they 11.1%e sufficient lesources to insure their
partit ipation in the development of program memoranda and other
documents !elated to the PPB system.

l'I'li stalls can be set tip at two levels within the orvaniiational
bier:11(11Y: a stall at a central level repotting either to a chief executive
or Ills designee, and pelsonnel ,it the agency or department level ieport-
ing to an agency head or his designee. The size and olgaolzational
location of the staff will be .1 f1111( iron of the siie of the sPi Yu e as well
as the valicty and complexity of the plogiams that it (arries on. How-
ever, a void of caution is in older; for PPB to be successful, those
individuals l 110 113%c PPB respon,,,,lites must have direct access
to Inglilcvel decision makers.
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Nature of PPB Work
The next question to be answered is what type of work is under-

taken by PPB staffs. In this regard, it might be instructive to review a
U. S. General Accounting Office survey which was conducted as part of
its study of the implementation of PPB in the federal government. It
seems clear on the basis of the information provided that PPB staffs in
both the Department of Defense and the civilian agencies spend a sig-
nificant amount of their PPB time on matters related to program out-
puts or effectiveness. The inhumation provided also indicates that pro-
cedural matters have taken up about as much of these staffs' PPI1 time
(30.2 percent) as has their analysis of program costs (29.6 percent). The
following tabulation shows the percentage of total PPB time spent in
several types of PPB work by staffs at all levels in the 20 agencies.°

Department
of Defuse

20 Civil
agencies

Combined defense
and civil agencies

PPB procedures (preparation of
documents. preparation of in-
stitutions, sssteins dl sign, etc.)

38.5% 18.6% 30.2%

Analysis of program outputs and
effect iseness

37 5 40 3 38.7

Cost or resources estimating, analy
sin, and research

2 °4 383 296

Other 6 28 15

100 0,7', 100 0% 100.0%

Sources of Supply
The possible sources of supply for PPB staffs depend upon the par-

ticular circumstances within the jurisdiction. Manpower sources can be
found both externally iind internally. External manpower consists of
those individuals or groups of individuals who do not work for that par-
ticular governmental jurisdiction on a full-time basis but who could be
called in to provide expertise in the PPB area. These would include
the following:'°

a) university faculty members, i.e., faculty of schools of public and
business administration, economics, urban planning, etc.;

b) business firms with sizable analysis staffs;
c) federal personnel with PPB experience;
d) outside consultants.
Experience in administration or various kinds of systematic analysis

is not necessarily an essential requirement for personnel hired in con-
nection with the devel,,)ment of PPB. Jurisdictions can and should
consider for employment, at junior and mid-level positions, recent col-
lege graduates with concentrations in related and relevant fields of study.

Where jurisdictions face budget limtiations on salary levels which
tend to reduce recruitment possibilities, various ad hoc contractual ar-

gti. S. General Accounting Office. Survey of Progress in Implementing the Planning-
ProgrammingBudgeting System in Executive Agencies, Report to the Congress, July
1969. p. 46.

loStnte1 oral Finances Project, op Clt , PPB Note 4, p. 9.
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raneeents C.111 be worked out with colleges, universities, and research
and consulting firms. These organintions offer capable personnel with
the kind of specialized expertise that is needed to implement a PPB
system. Stull personnel generally are retained on a full-time, but tem-
porry basis."

However, in opting for this type of temporary arrangement, juris-
dictions should not overlook the long-term necessity of developing an
in-house stali capability in PPII. While outside assistance may provide a
healthy Into-don of new expertise and insight into local problems, each
jut isdu tion also should look inward for the needed skills and staff poten-
tial. "I here is no substitute for the familiarity with on-going programs
and Munn d problems that can be found among existing personnel.

Again, tl type of arrangement that a particular governmental
jurisdiction decides upon will be contingent upon its own estimates of
its needs as opposed to its available resources.

VI.

PROBLEMS IN IMPLEMENTATION

Despite the fact that' PPI3 offers a valuable tool awned toward the
improvement of the decision-making process, there ale certain problems
inherent in the 1n ess which make this system difficult to implement,
fully and effectively. To begin with, there is the problem of agency
defiintion of objectives. Determination and implementation of objec-
tives ale basic steps in any PI'R system. Yet, there ale government pro-
grams In t% hit h there has been .1 C(inV ions reir( tion of sped ilk objectives
or pro,...,:ani 'impose definitions (antes wt inng in a Nation of
Citi a, states tht one of the basic problems affecting policy formulation
;aid development in the ,lea of m ban problems is that we do not know
what it is that we are trying to accomplish."

To illustrate, the of federal Model Cities legislation nowhere
says what Is to he done. In other Ovoids, dime seems to have been a con-
silons hum made that the best appoach to legislating for m ban
inoblems IS the expeinnental :11,1)10.u-h. A(«irding to (miner Seca etary
of Hill) Robert Weaver, the Model Cities prow am should include new
and imaginative pioposals It should piovule an opportunity to experi-
ment and should he laboatoy lot testing and refining new and better
methods fol improving the quality of urban life."

It seems appment that within the frainewolk of the new conceptual

to.
11.1' ms Wilson, "tile P..11 out Cities," A Nation 01 Cities, edited by Robert

Coldw, a (hi( ago Rand Alt \allj, p 18.
s sae 1"dq""fh ut Ofbres awl Dept, fluent of /lousing and Urban Development

A pprof iatIons for 190, Hearings berme 'Nob committee of Committee on A ppropria
turns, 00 2, pp 230 232, 250, 323.
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approach to in ban problem solving, agem is will find it most difficult
to define objectives.

A second problem exists with regard to fedei al governmental pro-
grams. The categorical grant-in-aid inhibits the development of program
objectives at the state and local levels. To lie eligible to receive such
grants, state and local governmental jutisdictions must adhere to
federally determined objectives or forfeit such aid as might be available.
As a practical matter, any federal grant "with strings attached" deccases
and limits local f overnment s abilities to establish priorities and deter-
mine objectives (sbich are important aspects of MI). It does this by
enticing state and local units of government into allocating resources
for programs for which such federal aid is available on a matt hing basis.

1 he grant-in aid program distorts the effective implement num of
PPII in still another manner. The MI s)stent is based on the «Inc('pt
of the tation d allocation of scarce resources within certain budgetary
constiants. However, ac a result of the grant-in-aid pograms, certain
state and local fiscal outlays are fixed by law or odic rhise relatively
micoutiollable through the budget pm ess. Additionally, in mons other
prow ..ni areas outlays are also fixed by law. Within the framework of a
PPII istem, these allot ations !tautly ivpesent a conscious choice among
program alternatives.

An additional mph einem of the system calls for s)stema is anaksis
of possible altet !woe objectives and programs to meet these objecti% es.
1 loss evericcording to William Gorham, fotmerly of the Mpaitinent of
Ilealth, Education, and Welfare, systematic analysis cannot pros ide a
great deal of assistant e in making dud( es across maim program areas
(c g., health vs. transportation) becase there is no common denominator
for compating the sabres of different plogiams."

A third problem which makes it most difficult to obtain information
regarding the specific impact of programs is the definitional p Aleut
i.e., it is most daft( tilt to define and meak,tite output and or effective-
ness. According to Gorham and mhos, man) programs ale intended to
affect future generations (e g., a children's pinglarn) thereby making
immediate effectiveness evaluation a moot question." Gorham also
ttuggests that programs ficquently base multiple objectives, and the
criteria for meastireirent are "diflerent and non-addable.""

As an illustration, sse might look at one of our principal domestic
concernsthe problem of poverty. George A. Shipman has suggested
that a systematic approach to this problem might center around three
essential questions: What is the problem of poverty? What government
action will alleviate poser ty? How can the effectiveness of such action
be measmed?"

14william Gorham, "Sharpening the Knife that Cuts the Pie," Public Adminis-
tration Review, (May/June 1968), p. 239.

is/bid., p. 240.
is/bid., p. 241.
17George A. Shipman, "The Problem of Poverty," Public Administration Review,

(January /February 1968), p. 62.
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He lists six ways in which to regard poverty:"
1) The first view of poverty emphasizes environmental factors, i.e.,

poor housing, lack of recreational facilities, etc. This view holds
that "people are considered poor if and when they do not have
access to these environmental social utilities."

2) The second view of poverty is a purely economically-oriented
onethat poverty is a matter of economic inequality of low-
income groups in relation to the rest of society.

3) The third approach to poverty emphasizes social and economic
mobility. This view is that poverty is a result of social stratifica-
tion and lack of mobility on the part of the poor.

4) A fourth approach to poverty focuses on social pathology, i.e.,
alcoholism, mental illness, illiteracy, etc. "The poor are poor
because they are vit tints of the social ills afflicting them, and the
presence of these ills tends to perpetuate the pathology."

5) A fifth approach emphasizes the problems of institutional be-
havior in our society, i.e., police, education, employment, which
cause and tend to perpetuate a system which 'excludes the par-
ticipation and the special concerns of the poor, leaving them
isolated and powerless .. ."

6) A sixth view holds that poverty can be solved by influencing the
operation of the economy as opposed to the delivery of direct
services or support to the poor.

Since the causes of poverty can be viewed in any one or a combi-
nation of ways, it becomes obvious that one's objectives, in terms of
dealing w'th the problem, can shift or be altered depending upon the
definition of poverty that is accepted. Moreover, depending upon one's
objectives, dill-dent programs can be developed to ameliorate poverty
conditions, i e., the provision of "social utilities," the redistribution of
income, the operation of the economy or the improved performance
of critical institutions.

However, even if these different strategies are developed and im-
plemented to facilitate poverty reduction or elimination, the question
becomes one of how to measure the effectiveness of each action. As
Shipman concluded, the technique of cost-benefit analysis is useful only
in a very limited way. "Reliable d.tta are lacking, questions of values
and pieferences are subtle variables, and cause-effect relationships are
problematic:Er"

Bertram Gross, testifying before the Subcommittee on Executive Re-
organization of the U. S. Senate Committee on Governmental Opera-
tions, suggested a similar problem with regard to defining output and
benefits. Gross stated:

1 he input output benefit terminology used by the new systems analysts origi-
nated in et onoinett ics and other forms of economic analysis oriented toward
market decision making. Such approaches have but limited relevance to social

Isibid , pp. 62 63.
19/bid., p. 64.
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system, highly intangible sersi«s, and programs of federal aid to a tangled
complex of interacting agencies with a life of their own and many other sources
of finance, inhumation. and tontrol. As a result, the term "output" and
"output oriented" is now being ux.. in a dozen different ways, and "benefit" is
too often limited to what tan be neatly measured or just as neatly fitted into
an agency's stereotyped iustitications.2o

In light of the afmementioned data and testimony, it would seem
that thorough evaluation and comparison of program costs and benefits
may have to await the introduction of more sophisticated techniques.
Even then, there may be certain areas of governmental service that
largely defy cost-benefit applications.

A final problem that should be alluded to in reference to the intro-
duction of a PPB system is the political problem. Most major programs
come into existence only after a difficult fight on the part of their pro-
ponents to muster support from many different interests. Once a fight
has been won there is little desire to try and change the program. Addi-
tionally, once a program is enacted, it attracts a "vocal constituency of
beneficiaries," thereby making it exceedingly difficult to cut the base
of the program." A related political problem involves the question of
the effectiveness of the bureaucracy (bureaus and agencies) in alliance
with its constituent groups and their representatives in the legislature
in resisting the implemenation of PPB.

In the preceding pages this author has attempted to illustrate and
describe some of the problems inherent in the full and effective imple-
mentation of a PPB system. This chapter is not intended to belittle the
utility of the system. It is merely a survey of some of the system's
weaknesses, as well as an attempt to reiterate the fact that PPB cannot
be implemented in a value-free environment.

VII.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

To summarize, PPB is only an instrument to help policy makers
assign priorities and allocate resources. It does not seek to computerize
what is essentially a political process, nor is it intended that the statis-
ticians and cost accountants take over functions that properly belong
to the political decision maker. PPB is basically a method of organizing
information in a more effective way for decision making, with the aid
of modern analytical techniques.

The principal elements of any PPB system are:
I) the precise identification of program objectives;
2) systematic consideration of alternative means of reaching those

objectives in terms of their relative benefits and costs;
3) forecasting the futureyear cost implications of present decisions.

soBertram M. Cross, "What. Another Hoover Commission?", Public Administra-
tion Review, (March/April 1968), p. 175.

"William Gorham. Op. Cit., p. 237.
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The piogram structure evolves from the nature of the output pro-
duced by various agencies. Programs where outputs are closely related
are grouped together. Broad program categories are divided into pro-
gram elements and further divided into subelements. This requires that
diffeient agencies of government whose activities overlap or are related
must vie with each other for resources.

The Multi -Year Program and Financial Plan is a tabular record of
an agency's proposed activities projected over a period of years. With
such a tool, the executive can begin to visualize the future consequences,
in kilns of dollais, of current decisions. Thus, the time horizon of
budget tie( hums i an be extended beyond the traditionally limited cycle.

tips t id studies are compi ised of in-depth analyses and evaluations
of v.1110th progiam oblectises and alternate solutions. This constant
analysis is the key to PPP. It attempts to provide the executive with a
compiehensne and orderly Ille,h(ITC of advantages and disadvantages of
alternative means of accomplishing various goals, relying heavily on
quantitatise data. Thew is no question that analysis of this type
snengthens the exci utive's hand in dealing with subordinate hierarchical
levels and impimes his ablity to coordinate the entne administrative
io gam/anon l'he quality of the analysis will ultimately determine the
true elle( tiveness of PPB. Only the exc.( utive, in conjunction with his
legi.latile body, can make the decision as to which «nse to proceed
with. but it is the an.dysis that influences and guides such decisions.
Pool and biased analysis leads to poor decision making.

nally, the Program Nfemorandum provides a strategic justification
fur the major proposals recommended. Ideally, it summarizes the basis
lot ci itical policy and budget choices.

It is recognized that the political aspects of budget making must be
reckoned with, that certain problems exist which impede implementa-
tion of the system, and that the "letter of the law" approach requires
the genelahon of a mass of paperwork and documentation. However,
what is equally important to remember is that the achievement of the
pLipore and spirit of PPB should oven le any preoccupation with the
process of semantic difficulties with the process.

PPB, or a reasonable facsimile of this system, would seem to be an
impetative for any modern governmental operation. Whether it
actually does the job in providing a more effective and efficient way
of attaining desired goals depends upon the governmental executive,
his administrative staff, and his legislative body having a firm under-
standing of the purposes and applications of the system.
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